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1. The following information has been received from a reliable

source:-

2. "The Founding Conference of the Irish Solidarity Campaign

took place at the Digbeth Civic Hall, Digbeth, Birmingham over the

weekend of the 10-11 October 1970. The conference started at

1 1.30 am on Saturday the-10th and ended at 7 pm. It recommenced

at 11 am on Sunday the 11th and ended at 2 pm. There then

followed a public meeting in the main hall of the Digbeth Civic

Hall during Sunday afternoon. (subject of a separate report).

3. The conference was attended by approxijiatelm__Ea&gigE4tes

and about 15 observers. It was chaired by l Privacyw
mi 

ipf

Birmingham Clann na hlEireann, and the nute cretary was
i
i Privacy bf Birmingham Clann na hlEireann and Birmingham IS.

Tj-Al jcrhairman,. ifor personal reasons, had to vacate the chair

during the late afternoon on Saturday the 10th and his place was

taken for that period by L Privacy_ of Birmingham Clann na h'Eireann

and Birmingham IS. The fttriaing IcTr.4p.rp_gielipj.ttee (and the

Credentials Committee) comprised[ Privacy lof-London_ING and

London ICRSC, 1 Privacy of Oxford IS, andi Privacy !!
i J

also of Oxford' 1.J.

4. Organisations representeVat the cojarerence were as,tbollows:-

International Marxist Group/Spa acus eague, Vietnar4olidarity

Committee, Clann na hlEireann, ndppendent Labour P , Irish

Civil Rights Solidarity CampaignAnd International ocialism.

Also present were observers from Agitpf5p/and the "Frank LANE

Defence Committee".

5. Fraternal de4gates included L. Privacy . Republicani
Novement4 L _Privacy of Civil Rights Association i Privacy 1

-
1 Pdvacy !of Ca, and : Privacy of Peoples Democracy. -Eso '
---

,nthaent._=1_wlogmed as VIPTS by the chairman were Privacy i
! 

!

L . family members of a person ] at present in custdaTniiryitoWITC"

teargas in the House of Commons.

6. ! Privacy 
]
opened the conference by welcoming all thosei

present and stressing the need for a national movement s
uch as

the conference was attempting. to organise. He was f
ollowed by

a report from the secretary, 1 Privacy 1 who gave a list of

organisations which had been invfte-d-to- dild delegates to the

conference. This list included nearly every known left-wing

organisation including the Communist Party, Civil 
Rights organ.

including the Northern Ireland Civil Rights 
Association and Ir

organisations including the Gaelic Athletic 
Association. No

invitations had been extended to Maoist 
organisations or to t



Irish National Liberation Solidarity Front.

7. Next came reports by delegates from Irish civil rights

campaigns from the various centres which were represented. (The

delegates in all cases were either IMG or IS and where the

organisation to which the delegate belonged is known it has been

indicated in brackets). '

8. Delegates repor7.-

( r
Birmingham: L Privacy 1(DIG) reported that the campaign'

there was founded'in July 1969 and was supported mostly by left-

wing organisations.and Clann na hlEireann. It had been active

organizAng meetings,-marches etc and contact had been made

with the Trade Unions.

Nottingham Nottingham: L Privacy I IE.G) told the meeting that his

branch had been in wcioLehoe for Aout a year. It had approximately

30 members,  mostly left-wing activists and some tr
ade union

members, but had attracted very few Irish people. It had oT
ganited

demonstrations against PAISLEY and against the Army Recruiting

Unit which had visited Nottingham. Interest in the organisation

depended very much on how events developed in Ulster.

London: Gery LAWLESS (IMG camp) gave a factual account of

how ICRSC fun ioied in London.

this,pointL Pdvacy Hasked the Chairman to allow

L Privacy to report 9n1 the West London Branch of ICRSC. LAWLESS

took exception to this and claimed to have been appointed 
as the

delegate authorised by the Steering Committee of London ICRSC
 to

give the official report. A bitter wrangle followed with LAWLESS

accusing the West London Branch of having elected their
 delegates

at a.packed meeting (packed by IS) and of having appointed 
a couple

of delegates who were unknown in ICRSC circles. This was followed

by accusations by 1Priva ,1that the delegat
es from the Islington

Branch of ICRSC (11Haoh7Vias represented by six delegates from West
London and six from the Islington Branch) were elected 

at a 'fixed'

meeting also. This row between 1PdvalWiand LAWLESS was the first

sign of the split which was to cie -eI4-between thq_ii0_4nd IS

camps at the conference. The chairman ruled thatifdvacylbe allowed

to give a report from West London. '

10. West London: 1 Privacy 1(IS) gave a fairly accurate account

of the activities of V WeI-tondon Branch of ICRSC despite

interruptions from LAWLESS.

Manchester: Privacy :stated that the branch there was

ounded in April 1969,-- ITEE-crorganised a number of 
demonstrationo.

hey had produced a newspaper at the beginning of t
he campaign hut

t had lasted only for a few months. The membership consisted

Linly of IS with contacts on building sites and amongs
t bus

rkers.
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His speech followed closely the ideas

by him with the same title, e—namv 
of

report (Appendix 1A1).

Oxford: I Pdvacy 1(no further particulars) (IS) claimed

-61.L.t the branch had about 20 members of whom 10 were active. The -

membership came mostly from IS, DIG and Clann na h'Eireann.

Several demonstrations had been organised there. Support for their

activities varied according to public interest in the current

situation in Northern Ireland.

Bristol: : Privacy 1 IS) reported that' his was a new

branch which had comk.,into being during the Spring of 1970. Its

membership came mostly from Is., 1KG and left-wing groups. The

branch had been visited by L._ Privacy who had ptiblished a report

in a local newspaper that the branch had been infiltrated by the

CP, which had caused a lot of members to drop away. However, the

CP faction had been got rid of and members were gradually returning.

Stafford: i Privacy 1.(IMG) stated that this too was a

new branch, wi . 5 members, very few of whom were Irish.

Attempts were being made to attract members. by leafletting.

L Privacy Glasgow: 1 (Is); Glasgow branch, which was

composed of IL Lid been holding public meetings with little

or no response. Membership had dropped to about half a dozen but•

was starting to build up again.

Privacy Coventry: I(IEG) said that 'MG and Spartacus

League were attemptinaA set up a branch in Coventry. IS had

promised support if they succeeded. They hoped to be active.in

about a month's time.

1 1. Privacy gave his report on Coventry as an observer (not as a

delegate) and LA./LESS then asked the chair to have the four comr
aqes___,

from Coventry seated as delegates. This provoked g bitterattackbylPrivaci

on LICJLESS and the ING; he said that it was a blatant attempt

by MG to have sufficient delegates, to outvote IS at the conference

and in this way to take over the 'SC. He pointed out that if IS

had wished to do this they could have set up branches of the 
ISC

at many more centres than IMG as IS membership was double that of

IMG and the Spartacus League. The matter, to to a vote and the

Coventry party were seated as delegates. :Privacy:pointed out

that both IMG and the Spartacus League pad-T6Uf-delegates at
 the

conference which was double the representation for IS. 
The

Spart.acp,s_LgAgp's right to have se.Earatp_delegates was 
defended

by Privacy  1 At this point! . Privacy intervened with an

appeal figt 'Ms in-fighting' 2.51-77q5rUC=operation at the

conference.

***************k*********

1 2. At the commencement of the afternoon session the Cha
irman,

1 Pdvacy lwarned that if there was any more bickering at the

meeting that he would leave the chair, as he 'was no
t prepared

to preside over a dog fight'.

1 3. Pdvacy !then addressed the meeting and gave what he

termed s he rospectives for the Irish Solidarity' Campaign'.

set out in the paper prepared

which is attached to this
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14. L Pdvacy_j said that IS could not agree with the document as

a whole, hot because of what it said but because of what it did

not say, particularly about Ireland. LAWLESS replied by saying

that the attitude of the ISC should be that when the struggle in

Ireland became more militant then they in Britain should engage in

more concrete action, but they should wait until there was a 'big

explosion' in Ireland.

15. Privacy 1 commenting on the document, said that he thought

more ernkliz--4.46uld have been placed on co-operation with the Trade

Unions. !Pdvacylreplied to criticism of his paper by explaining that

it was oriITE6tjout in general terms; he had not gone into specific

details particularly regarding which organisations should be encouraged

,±Al_aunport the campaign, and had attempted to be non-controversial

1 Pdvacylasked that the document be noted but not voted on. a vote

was taken on his proposal which was defeated and Privacy Lpaper

was voted on and accepted.

16. At this point LAWLESS asked that the conference then elect

a President because-,--as Press Officer, he wished to make a statement

to the press and he thought that maximum publicity could be gained

by announcing ithe election of the President at this time. LAWLESS

rthen_Dro.nosed/that tnere slaguld:bp_jcipt-presidents±. and_put forward

Privacy and : Pdvacy . . Privacy !seconded

LAWLZggi- proposal, Lddiril-TatiPrivacylhad been a meliFer 6f-IS. Bo-L.

were elected unanimously.

!
1 7. Permission was then given bpi Privacy of the 'Frank KEANE..___

r.Defenc Committee to make an appeal -OA:teliEns of that organisation.

Trivacylgave details of the allegations against KEANE and an account

of his court appearances to date. A collection was taken on behalf

of KEANE which realised £11 4s 11!//Collecton_Shekta_WPX!Q_4=.41.40

to delegates by Privacy IL Pdvacy 1 and 1 Privacy i

with a request that monies colleted at bi7,7-zirwa-i5sixoTwTs.-±9,7irded
_with the sheets to 'Frank KEANE Defence! Fund0 Privacy ,

!  Privacy i(A Collection 81-16-6-E-YE-dttdolid to
,._ !
this report at Appendix TBYT. .

18. Privacy !outlined what he described as the „programme for

the 'tampaign. Tie expandeL, on the them d set out in the document

entitled 'Programme proposed by Steering Committee' (Appendix 'C'
)

which recommended the following six points:

1. Support of the Irish peoples right to self-determination.

2. Support for popular movements in Ireland, North and Sout
h,

fighting political and economic domination by British

Imperialism.

3. Release of all Irish political prisoners in British and Irish

jails.

4. An end to British intervention in Ireland 
and the immediate

withdrawal of British Armed forces.

5. Opposition to those fostering religious sect
arianism in

Ireland and preventing workingclass unity.
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Support of the right of Irish workers to arm and organise
in self-defence of their homes from attack ,by sectarian
gangs, the military, and the police.

1 Privacy !elaboration included a statement to the effect that
people in this country could not dictate to,._.t ish people
what type of government they should have. !Privacylreplied that
IS could agree with points 3, 4, 5 and 6 buT-lie- ap:not_21.4ie
sure what was meant by points 1 and 2, in view of L Privacy
statement that the people in this country could not dictate to the
Irish people what type of government they should have. Certainly
IS could never support any organisation which had as its aim a
'Green Tory' Government for Ireland. This caused a long and
involved argument between IS and IMG. LAWLESS's theory was that
any assistance, military or otherwise would be acceptable from any

providing that the source was anti-Imperialist/Capitalist.
Privacy lview was that assistance in the struggle should not be
accepted from a source which did not have 'the correct political,
socialist line'. This debate 2o4it on at length and became quite
bitter at times. _Privacy I(Spartacus League) proposed an
addendum to point 2 of titsiTProgrammel. This read "Because of
the need to build a broad, united Solidarity Movement, ISC supports
the movement as a whole and not any particular organisation or
organisations." iPrivacy l n support of the IS argument
against the addendum, said it was superfluous. Privacy
summed up at the end of the debate and proposed that the 'Programme'

with the addendum be accepted. It was accepted after a vote.

r-
19. Privacy (Oxford INC.) gave the constitution report

(cop a-i4fen—a-rx ID1) and emphasised the need for a workable

constitu-0±6n, acceptable to the many viewpoints within ISC.
A number of alterations and additions to the Constitution were

proposed by IS but in every case when the motions were voted on

they were defeated. The following were proposed by INC. delegates

and were accepted:-

Sec. 5 of the Constitution, after (e) add: '(f) Branches
should meet at least once a month, (g) Minutes of branch

meetings should be sent to the National Secretary'.

Section 7 add to (a)(I): 'and branches to have been
in existence at least six weeks before conference', and
to 7(a)(II): 'and organisations to have affiliated

at least six weeks before conference'.

******************************

20. Privacy !opened the proceedings on Sunday with a report

on pro se future activities of ISC. He stressed the need to

establis_ roots and strong support in the Irish Community and

Trade Unions.. He said that the organisation should not orientate

solely towards Irish people but include other sections of the

community. He thought that a National Newspaper was needed which

should not be too theoretical. , He went on to say that a campaign

should be launched to agitate against the detention of political

prisoners and against the conditions under which they were detained.

He said that they were being discriminated against in prison by

being more closely guarded than other inmates.
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21. He thought that a campaign should be launched againc:t the
'repressive' measures being carried out by the present Government,
and that there should be a link-up 'with other groups engaged in thi
struggle such as Black Power, Students and the Pilkinton workers.
He felt the need for "a strong intervention by ISC at the coming
jorkers Control Conference to be held in Birmingham". ISC should
sponsor a National Tour by Bernadette DEVLIN MP on her release
from prison.

22. There then followed the election of officer and members
of the Executive Committee. There were two n nations for the

post of Treasurer:1 Privacy (IMG)andl_Pr.iyqcyr_i (IS and Clann
na h'Eirear72); 1Privacif t.:od. Pdvacy !was unanimously

elected Secretary, but then proposjnhat there should be co-
secretaries (as catered for in the Constitution); IS opposed this,

but were outvoted andL Pdvacy 1 (Birmingham IMG) was elected.

The following person 0 nominated for election to the Executive

Committee:-

LPrivacyjcal.
(IMG Nottingham -
.21:Tp9_4er at the c
Privacy (Bristol IS

eved to be IS

23. Those
leanings

Pdvacy i - ,,ry '!-IIPC.-

Pdvacy -1
;

Privacy
i-

- i i
i

if not an at ).i. il_G certainly IMG

onference), 1 Pd apLvacy f , pin .J11),"pdvaci

and Clann 1117ii:=--1p  Privacy H.Y. [ Privacy, j

). V

successful were:- (an indication of their political

is given in bracket if'ter each name).
,

i 
iiJoint Presidents: i

Privacyi i
i._ •

,

National Treasurer: ii Privacy
iii i

L i

Joint National
Secretaries:

Members:

i Privacy : Clann na h'Eireann and IS).i
L i

I Privacy 1 :rom Birmil 1v7111; believed toL._ ..
be lumber of IMG).

Privacy l (Birmingham Claim na
.1'.Eireann;

IS inclined).

_Gara_LLLI, (MG)
Pdvacy_ OS)
Envacy_ (MG supporter)

L_ Pnvacy ( MG)
Privacy l(Clann na hrEireann & IMG)

Privacy i (from Nottingham; believed to be

member of qpartacus League) '

Privacy :(Birmingham Clam na h'Eire
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One of
decide
one at

believed DIG inclined)

Privacy f7rom Oxford, believed
of 'KG)

the first duties of the Executive Committee will be to
whether to elect a permanent national chairman or to select
each EC meeting.

24. After the elections th..._.L.__Iol,lowed a debate on the 'Future
lctivities' report given by [Privacy.KAppendix 'E'). The first two
, roposals (by Birmingham ISO; accepted by the conference. The
third proposal (recommended by the Steering Committee) was amended
to read as follows: "In the light of intensified volice attacks
on Irish Militants and their suptorters on the left in Britain,
Birmingham ISC calls for the organisation and co-ordination of the
defence, financial and legal, for the victims of British imperialism.'
The last three proposals on this paper were not debated and were
referred back to the Executive Committee for action.

25. The fraternal de-.4_ ,riefly adr.resse
who spoke were: 1 PPrivacy

.
vacy Privacy

Privacy (it is believerMat Privacy i did no
until the Conference 11;,.L )

the Conference.
d i Privacy

rive in

26. The following persons are known to have attended the Conference;
(additional details to help with identification and classification arc
.1150 given; where there is doubt, the item is preceded by a question
!lark).

i !« Privacy :

Pdvacy :
'

1-- 
__PbY4PM.___]

(1 Pdvacy 1_,
%. Privacy_

:• Privacy
Privacy 

Privacy
Privacy riCaSC
Privacy_ Spartacus League

• Privacy I Birmingham DIG
▪ Privacy West London ICRSC

.ottingham IMG

. iPrivacy i
i  

'L Pdvacy 
i 
j, ICRSC

t,A  Pdvacy  : _:,-tafl7s ? ING,j, 
11MG-1 Privacy i

j Privacyi,.
1 Pdvacy 1 , 'ngham IMG
':i Pdvacy , i Oxford IS
q,____Prixtacm, 1? Staffs

Privacy rtndon IS, 
-1 Privacy_ 1,Birmingham IMG

Privacy  1 .: Manchester
vi Privacy 1i
-i Privacy_ 

.
i 3irmingham Claim na h' Eireann
..fend Frank Keane Defence Committee
ottingham. ? IMG
IS
Birmingham Clann na h'Eireann

I (Agitprop)

L. Birmingham ? IS
! Frank Keane Defence Committee

and IS
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i Privacy ' -.4_ i .4part aCUS
ICRSC

Privacy i_  t 1, in,-11.em

.r=r- 
Privacy tn1 IS,-. --==.•=====r- .-

i Priliky !Staffs IMG
.,i- Privacy 0

Privacy I ICRSC
ivacy

League

? DIG

Privacy_ j Birminghnm I:C
'L. Pdvacy Rirmingham IS and Claim na h'Eireann
-1

4

P!incy !Glasgow IS
Bristol IS

Privacy 
Privacy_ !Bristol IS
Privacy  [Birmingham Claim na h'Eireann
Pfimacv 1

Privacy I •
___Priygqy_ ] Coventry RIG
Privacy_ j ING
PrivacY 1 IMG Clp.sgow

-1 Pdvacy
...L _Privacy 

i
i

sd 1 Privacy I
VI-L Pdvasy 

-r
i.Glasgow IS

t 1 Privacy i Spartacus League._.L•_
'4._ Privcy !Birmingham IMG

-] Pdvacy_ !Spartacus League
Privaci _j_xford, IMG

41 Privacy 1 Oxford IS
1. .

v , Privacy !Birmingham IS and Clann na h'Eirean .L

The following persons expressed 4.1-)eir intention of attending the

Conference; and some of them may have been present, but were not

identified:

. i

Privacy

/

Privacy

27. IMG s numerical sup ericrity at the Conference ensured their

ability to outvote IS in the elections and subseeuently to gain

effective control of the Irish Solidarity Campaign. It became clear

from the reports of delegates ,hat pre-Conference Irish Solidarity

Campaigns throughout the country had failed to attract the ordinary

working class Irish pepLie„a0 had only succeeded in attracting

left wing activists. 1Privacylapparently speaking for IS, was over-

heard to say that many"OT-TE6)IS delegates felt that they should

pull out of ISC and devote themselves to industrial action.

28. Special Branch references to persons and organisarions
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mentioned in this report are given in the attached appendices.

2ubmitted:

Chig;?(t17:441:::

Detective sergeant

ITllEI
Detective Constable

\„
IEF SUPMINTENDENT

M.P -68-81883/30M
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